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INTRODUCTIO N
––––––––––––

Software-defined networking in a wide area network (SD-WAN) is widely known for the benefits it 
brings of connecting globally dispersed offices via centralized management, reducing networking costs 
by providing an alternative to MPLS and for its ability to boost the performance of existing network 
infrastructure. WAN optimization is the core component of SD-WAN that ensures a fast performant 
network in each office location.

WAN OPTIMIZATION ’S  ROLE  WITH IN 
SD-WAN TECHNO LOG Y
––––––––––––

WAN optimization ensures that available bandwidth is used in the most efficient way possible, regardless of 
the internet connection type or bandwidth available. Traffic flowing across the network is balanced between 
physical and virtual links taking into account the specific needs of the users on the network. 
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As an example, WAN optimization can prioritize network traffic that needs more bandwidth and less latency 
to perform well such as video conferencing, while file transfer can be given a lower priority. If it takes an 
extra second to download a large data file, this is less apparent to a user waiting for that file than a choppy 
video call would be.

Assigning a priority to different types of traffic can ensure that businesses get the most out of their current 
Internet connections. Determining traffic priority can improve critical application performance, reduce 
latency, and increase productivity for employees. 

TOP 3  B ENEFITS OF  WAN  OPTIMIZATION
––––––––––––

1. Performance - Internet bandwidth is reserved so that more of it is made available to support the most 
important applications first. This ensures applications that may be bandwidth intensive and require real 
time interactions are responsive and employees can be as productive as possible. 

2. Cost Savings - By using the available Internet connection in a smart and efficient way, businesses can 
forgo costly network upgrades to increase bandwidth or speed. Using WAN optimization, bandwidth 
being used for non-essential, or non time-critical traffic can be reduced and made available to 
applications that need it. Software-defined networking reduces the need for costly hardware upgrades 
across the network by optimizing how the existing network behaves. 
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3. Reliability - WAN optimization dynamically selects the most efficient path for network traffic at any 
given time ensuring network reliability by instantly moving traffic to another WAN in case the primary 
connection fails. For branch offices that have intermittent internet disruptions, failover to an alternative 
connection can mean the difference between closing the business during an outage or continuing with 
business as usual.

As a business grows, adds more cloud based applications, and supports more employees in multiple locations, 
WAN optimization will become an important component to keep the network running efficiently. Software-
defined networking technologies ensure that policies that are set up across the network are pushed out to 
even the most remote of geographically dispersed locations so that all employees can expect the best possible 
performance during working hours.

EVALUAT ING NETWORK N E E DS
––––––––––––

Any infrastructure upgrade or transition is a significant undertaking for even the most experienced network 
administrator. Below are some tips on defining the network needs and auditing application usage and 
performance.

As part of the planning process, evaluate if these goals are applicable to the network you are considering 
for SD-WAN technology:

• Reduce network latency for applications that are critical to the business. 
Voice-over-IP (VoIP), video conferencing platforms like Zoom or GoToMeeting, cloud-based applications 
that support company-wide email and storage services like GSuite or Microsoft365, and customer-
relationship management tools, such as Salesforce should be given priority and special consideration.
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• Increase internet efficiency between all locations. 
Many offices are not only separated by distance but also separated into teams and specialties. Each 
branch office, and the employees there, need to be able to seamlessly connect to business critical 
applications and data, and to each other in real-time.

• Network security to the very edge. 
Small and medium-sized businesses and organizations remain targets for cyber attacks, and if attack 
does occur, the effects can be crippling or worse. Safeguarding data, especially between locations and 
facilities, is extremely important. Integrating a next-generation firewall and endpoint security solutions 
as part of your SD-WAN infrastructure rollout will ensure that the same protections in place at the 
gateway are extended to each branch location.

BANDWIDTH AND AP P LI CATI ON  AUDI TS
––––––––––––

In order to get the most out of WAN optimization, network administrators can first conduct bandwidth 
and application audits. These audits will provide insight into the most commonly used applications on the 
network and identify any spikes in activity over time. 

For example, if a business routinely has Zoom meetings with team members spread across multiple locations 
every Monday morning, network administrators should prioritize Zoom during this time frame. Reducing 
latency and increasing the quality of the connection will go a long way to improve the productivity of meeting 
attendees.

Using detailed reporting, such as is provided by Untangle Command Center or Untangle NG Firewall, can 
provide network administrators the visibility they need to map out application prioritization and help with 
bandwidth segmentation.
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In addition reports, conducting an internal user survey can highlight the most used applications for 
employees and determine if they are experiencing any shortcomings such as video call freezes, dropped 
audio, browser crashes, or longer-than-normal page loading times. 

After this audit, network administrators can develop a plan outlining priority and any additional 
considerations needed to ensure performance and usability for business critical applications.

Factors that can be considered when using WAN optimization are bandwidth, latency, jitter and packet loss 
considerations. Latency considerations would be applicable to real time voice or video calls, and packet 
loss would be a factor for file transfers. For file transfers, it is ok if they take a second longer, but it’s not ok if 
there is data missing.

H OW UNTANGLE SD-WA N  R OUTE R  CA N  HELP
–––––––––––– 

Untangle provides a centrally managed streamlined approach to SD-WAN implementation. The Untangle SD-
WAN Router optimizes existing Internet bandwidth, improves the performance of business critical applications, 
and provides secure connectivity, all at a low cost with incredible simplicity. Untangle SD-WAN Router allows 
businesses to take advantage of all the benefits of software-defined networking in a lightweight, plug-and-play 
network edge device.

Untangle SD WAN Router capabilities include:

• Reliable connectivity between offices including enabling multiple virtual links between sites.
• Centralized management controls with routing based on customized policies.
• Centralized monitoring of network conditions and adapting routing paths in real time to ensure 

applications always use the best possible path for their needs.
• Business continuity including immediate failover to backup connections (including WiFi and LTE 

options) in the case of a service outage.
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Application Name Priority 1 - 5 (1 being the highest) WAN Rules

GSuite 1 Use Primary WAN 

Zoom 1 Use Lowest Latency WAN

Salesforce 2 Use Lowest Latency WAN

Pardot 2 Use Lowest Latency WAN

YouTube 3 Use specific WAN

File Transfers 5 Use Primary WAN
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Untangle’s SD-WAN Router is capable of dealing with a variety of business scenarios. Traditionally thought of 
as an Enterprise technology, Untangle SD-WAN Router brings the benefits of SD-WAN to small organizations 
and is versatile enough to accommodate any use case.
 

US I NG UNTANGLE S D-WA N  R OUTE R  WA N 
RUL ES  TO SET APP LI CATI ON  P R I OR I TY
–––––––––––– 
 

Use Case 1: Boost Zoom Traffic
In this use case, the CEO of our business uses Zoom for meetings every day. The goal is to ensure that Zoom 
is set up so that it’s getting the best possible network connectivity every morning. Video needs to appear 
smooth, and voice quality should be clear.

A rule can be created to ensure that the best performing physical WAN will be used for Zoom meetings. 
Creating a WAN rule to look for Zoom traffic and sending it over the lowest latency WAN is the approach to 
take here. While Zoom is in use, the SD-WAN Router will be constantly aware of WAN performance by using 
WAN performance probes. It will switch to the best performing WAN at any given time to ensure that Zoom 
always gets the best possible connection.

Figure 1: Creating a rule to boost the performance of Zoom meetings in Untangle Command Center
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Use Case 2: Separate all VoIP network traffic
In this use case, our network administrator wants to separate all telephony traffic and send it over one 
specific WAN, whilst all other network traffic is treated differently. To do this, using Command Center, it’s 
easy to find all VoIP traffic by identifying it as SIP traffic. VoIP uses SIP as the protocol, which uses port 5060 
or port 5061. In the case below all SIP traffic (which is VoIP traffic) is sent over WAN 1.

Figure 2: Creating a rule to segregate telephony traffic in Untangle Command Center

Once the initial WAN Rules and Policies have been established, network administrators can easily monitor 
and adjust them as traffic traverses the network. Network Administrators can use Command Center to view 
aggregated network performance and adjust policies globally.

SUMM A RY
––––––––––––

WAN optimization is the key to unleashing the performance benefits of any software-defined network 
deployment, and the benefits of this technology will increase more and more as network rules and policies 
are refined over time. Every business has different needs, and the rules within Untangle SD-WAN Router are 
powerful enough to cover all the scenarios that might be needed.

For more information, visit our SD-WAN Router knowledge base articles or schedule a one-on-one demo 
with our training team.
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ABO UT  UNTANGLE
––––––––––––

Untangle enables organizations to address 
network concerns and remain vigilant 
against unauthorized network access. The 
Untangle Network Security Framework 
provides IT teams with the ability to ensure 
protection, monitoring and control for all 
devices, applications, and events, enforcing 
a consistent security posture across the 
entire digital attack surface. 
 
Untangle’s cloud based centralized management tool, Command Center, does not rely on customer update 
schedules. Every update can be pushed within minutes to improve the security posture of the whole 
network management system.

UNTA NGLE NETWOR K S E CUR I TY  FRAME WORK
––––––––––––

ADVANCED SECURITY
• Protection, encryption, control & visibility anywhere
• NG Firewall, IPS, VPN & more
• Onboard security for small network appliances & IoT devices 
• Full security processing on-premises or in the cloud 

INTELLIGENT SD-WAN 
• Secure, WAN-optimized connectivity for every location 
• Seamless scalability 
• Untangle AI-based Precitive Routing technology for first 

packet, dynamic path selection
• Manage one or many appliances from Command Center

CLOUD MANAGEMENT AT SCALE
• Zero touch deployment
• Configure & push policies
• Advanced alerting & reporting
• Visibility across globally dispersed networks & endpoints

Untangle, Inc. 
25 Metro Drive, Ste. 210 
San Jose, CA 95110 
www.untangle.com

For sales information, please 
contact us by phone in the US 
at +1 (866) 233-2296 or via 
e-mail at sales@untangle.com.
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